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English. Now there are a good many words used in the rules and
their explanations and in playing the game sooner or later nearly
every accepted English word is used and I might say many are
created for it.

Golf it seems can be played successfully only in the English
language. The final outcome is evident.

To make a long story short, golf is making headway in Con-
tinental Europe which is a hopeful portent for world supremacy.

Topdressing fairways.-If compost, good top soil, or other mate-
rial is available for topdressing the fairways, the most economical
method of applying the material will be found to be the use of the
ordinary widespread type of manure spreader. After the topdressing
is applied it should be worked into the turf immediately, and this is
best accomplished by the use of a chain harrow.

The Reconstruction of an Old Course
By H. Kendall Read

The Country Club of Atlantic City was laid out originally in the
days of the old "guttie" ball, and many of the changes were made
and extensions built before the modern ball, with its greater length,
came into existence. However, this course was considered one of the
best of its day and had a sufficiently high rating to be chosen by the
United States Golf Association for the amateur championship held
in 1901, which was won by Walter Travis. The reconstruction of
this course was so radical and in some ways so original, and caused
su.ch widespread comment, that it was thought a descriptive article
with illustrative photographs might be helpful to other clubs facing
a similar problem. It might be well to set forth the things we wanted
to accomplish. These are: (1) To make the course more comfort-
able and interesting for the average player; (2) To provide a real
test for the man who expects to play par golf; (3) To eliminate hand
labor as much as possible, and thereby lower maintenance cost; (4)
To create a seaside course, in appearance as well as in name; (5) To
erase, as much as we could, all evidence of the artificial.

In carrying out this program, we built seven new greens and re-
constructed completely eight old ones, made fourteen new tees and
considerable new fairway, and re-trapped the entire twenty-seven
holes. Perhaps it would be best to explain what we did, and why,
to accomplish each of the five objects named above. I shall discuss
them in their order.

To begin with, we had 14 cop bunkers which extended entirely
across the fairways without breaks and had to be carried mostly by
the tee shot; they varied in height from 3 to 6 feet. I am quite
sure that well over 90 per cent of the high-handicap men were caught
in those bunkers, while the low-handicap man hardly knew they ex-
isted. 'Ve removed everyone and saved a lot of hand labor at the
same time. Also, most of our traps, mounds, and hazards of differ-
ent types were located so that the average player was the only one
usually caught. 'Ve removed practically all of these traps and left
only a few which would figure in par golf. More hand labor was
saved. 'Ve did other things to make it more comfortable for Mr.
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Average Golfer, such as providing advanced tees with shorter rough
in front.

Our second object was to provide a real test for the par golfer.
If a carry or direction hazard is to mean anything worth while to
the good player, it must be most carefully placed. The accompany-
ing photograph and diagram of our number 12 hole perfectly illus-
trate my point. The hole is 360 yards long. The green is so con-
structed as to strongly invite play to the left of the fairway. If the
drive can be so placed, the approach shot is comparatively comfort-
able. The approach from the right side of the fairway is very diffi-
cult. The green is quite narrow from that angle and is protected by
large and deep traps on both sides; particularly the right. But to
obtain the most desirable location from the tee, you must carry the
bunker on the left of the fairway at its farthest point, 198 yards from
the tee. This bunker is on an angle, and the player can take a
shorter carry if he wishes, but he will have a proportionately less
desirable location for his approach. There is ample room around the
bunker for the man who wants to avoid it; moreover, this bunker is
too far away from the tee for the average player to reach. Personally,
I consider this type of hole ideal, because it is fair and interesting to
every grade of player, but par can not be obtained except by first-
class golf. The bunkering on this hole illustrates very well the prin-
ciple which we had in mind in the construction of our new holes and
the rebuilding of our old ones. It is perfectly feasible, in my judg-
ment, to construct holes of practically any length that will consti-
tute a real test and at the same time be fair and interesting to the
average player. A closely trapped green is the most difficult hazard
for the par man. The reason for this is apparent. Take a two-shot
hole requiring a good iron or perhaps a wooden-shot approach to a
tightly trapped green; even with no hazard of any kind through the
fairway, par is no simple matter. On the other hand, this hole is a
three-shotter for the average player, who gets as much thrill from
getting on with his third, as the star does in reaching the green in
two. Many traps on holes of this length are placed so that they
seriously handicap the average player, while the good player is un-
affected.

Our third consideration was the elimination of hand labor in
course maintenance. In all our new construction, including the
"wastes" to which I shall refer later, we kept in mind the labor
problem. We all know that labor constitutes about two-thirds of
the maintenance expense and that hand labor is the most expensive
of all. Much of this hand labor is essential and can never be avoided.
On the other hand, I find many courses 'where changes in construc-
tion could be made that would not only help appearances but save
a lot of the labor bill. Take the sharp, abrupt mounds \vhich used
to be the style and which appear on many courses; they all mean
hand work; and frequently I have found on such mounds some of the
finest bluegrass turf on the whole course. Plenty of chance for sav-
ing here. In our reconstruction, we built nothing that we could not
work with either a tractor or a horse. 'Vherever a hazard or mound
called for grass, we kept religiously to sheep's fescue, which we all
know is about the slowest grower among the grasses, besides having
other virtues in such spots. In our wastes, \ve used native beach-
grass, as shown in the pictures.
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£2 ATLANTIC-CITY COUNTRY-CLUB 
Length of hole, 360 yards 

Waste between twelfth and fourteenth holes. Country Club of Atlantic City. In the dis
tance is the twelfth green. Note the long, sweeping lines and the absence of any abruptness 

Twelfth hole, Country Club of Atlantic City. View from tee 
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In the past, it was also the practice to build hazards in groups,-
perhaps a series of grave-like mounds frequently near greens, or a
large number of pits four to six feet in diameter, grouped in large
clusters and close together. We used to have both styles. These
things were homely, unnatural, and required an immense amount of
hand labor. We wiped out all traps of this character. If a hazard
is called for on any hole, \vhy use a flock of traps, when one large
one will serve the purpose? Experience has certainly taught us a
lot along this line, and it is gratifying to find at least some architects
who have the maintenance problem in mind when they layout their
courses.

Next, we wanted to give our course a seaside appearance. Before
our recent changes, this seaside course showed less exposed sand or
seaside grasses than most of the modern inland courses. We hav€
now gone very far in the other direction. From the photographs
which appear with this article, an idea can be had of what \ve have
tried to develop. We call these great areas between and alongside
of fairways, "wastes." We tried to produce the effect of sand dunes,
which were natural at the seaside before the march of progress ef-
faced them. No picture can sho\v you what these wastes really are;
they are reaily tremendous things rolling for hundreds of yards and
frequently occupying the entire space between parallel holes. The
tall grass which you will notice on many of the high spots is native
beach-grass, which we obtained right on the coast. A prominent
English professional, in going over the course with me some time
ago, remarked ho\v lucky \ve \vere to find "those wonderful rolling
sand dunes." It was only 'with difficulty that I convinced him that
they were entirely artificial. However, there is no spot on any of
these rolling wastes that we can not work with either a tractor or
horse. This \vas always a controlling factor in the work that we did.

Finally, \ve wanted the course'to present a natural appearance.
This problem is really tied onto the preceding one. The seaside is
really a place of long lines and far-flung distant views. Sharp knobs
and little bumps and pots are \vholly out of place; they do not be-
long in the picture. After all, is not the acid test of good construc-
tion the question, "Is this course natural, and does it fit its surround-
ings?" We are not through along this line, but before we give up
I hope that everything that smacks of the artificial will finally be
eliminated. Perhaps the little that is left serves a useful purpose
temporarily, because no one can view these two types of construction
\vithout learning one of the best lessons that I know.

In conclusion, I would like to state that the reconstruction of
this course has proved to me a number of interesting facts. In the
first place, I think it has been definitely shown that a very great deal
can be done with an old course if sufficient time and thought are put
on the problem. I recognize that in many cases it would not be pos-
sible to be quite so radical or go quite so far as we have at this club.
It takes a reasonable amount of money, and there might also be
physical conditions which would largely restrict alterations. Never-
theless, it is my opinion that there are few old courses where much
could not be eliminated that would not only improve appearances
but reduce the upkeep cost, even if no important changes or new
construction were attempted. It is fortunate that in the elimination
of many unnecessary and useless hazards, a most desirable improve-



Bird's-eye view of a portion of the reconstructed course of the Country Club of Atlantic City. Here is plenty of sand and a real seaside appearance 
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Some of the wastes on the reconstructed course of the Country Club of Atlantic City. Although it is difficult to present a satisfactory photograph of these 
wastes, the illustration may give some idea of their form and size. Note again the complete absence of abruptness. The standing figure helps to show depth 

and height 
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ment in appearance is obtained. This is true because most of the 
things which I have in mind are wholly artificial and unnatural, and 
when you take them away you are taking a long step in the right 
direction. 

Our experience has also proved to my satisfaction that you can 
alter holes or construct new ones without disregarding the interests 
and the pleasure of the average golfer and still retain a real test for 
the star. In our changes, I am very sure that we took a considerable 
number of strokes from the score of the high-handicap man, but 
nothing from the low-handicap man, and our feeling is that we added 
a couple of strokes to this latter class. 

In this article I have made no attempt to prepare a scholarly pa
per but have simply given some of the experience gained from the 
work at our course, and have set forth some suggestions in connec
tion with this work, with the hope that it might contain something 
of interest and possibly of help to other golf courses whose position 
might be at least somewhat similar to that of the Country Club of 
Atlantic City. 

Some U. S. Golf Association Decisions on the Rules of Golf 
A ball played from 30 yards off the green strikes the stick and 

remains lodged halfway in the hole between the stick and the cup. 
The player or his caddy did not remove the stick, but it was removed 
by his opponent's caddy, who drew the ball out on the green when he 
removed the stick. Can the player count it holed? 

DECISION.—This raises a question of fact which your letter does 
not make clear. If the ball or the greater portion of it was actually 
in the hole, of course A can count it as holed. If, on the other hand, 
it was resting against the pin on one side and the lip of the hole on 
the other, he can not count it as holed. However, A was entitled to 
remove the flagstick, and if he was able to remove the pin in such, a 
way that the ball would fall into the hole he was entitled to count 
it as holed at his last stroke (see Rule 32). B's caddy deprived A of 
this right, and in so doing he moved A's ball, infringed Rule 18, and 
thereby lost the hole for his player B. In any event, therefore, A 
wins the hole. 

Ball is conceded to be lost in ground under repair off fairway. 
May another ball be dropped without penalty? 

DECISION.—No. Rule 22 applies. It is impossible to apply the 
directions laid down in Rule 11 as there is no means of determining 
the place where the ball lay. 

A and B are playing a golf match, followed by C and D. On the 
tenth hole, A hits his tee shot down the middle and B slices into the 
rough; while they are looking for the ball, C and D start through, and 
C drives, landing near A's drive. At this point B finds his ball, A 
and B resume play, A unconsciously plays C's ball to the green, and 
as B is on in six and A in two, B concedes the hole (A plays only 
one shot with C's ball). A and B proceed to the next tee and C plays 
his second shot to the green, but when addressing his first putt dis
covers it is not his ball and calls to A. A then discovers he played 


